
A New Economy Calls for a New Era of Home
Financing

Sustainable financing makes its debut.

Affordable housing through Savings

Club's accessible platform is here.

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, May

25, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

national home loan APR average

currently ranges between five and six

percent. Less than a few years ago, an

optimal credit score could've qualified

for a loan lower than 3% APR. Current

rates can easily cause a $300,000 home

to cost over $250,000 in interest. Paying almost double a home's worth can be maddening. 

The interest burden on home loans can be a formidable challenge for many households. At 5%,

a $300,000 loan paid over 30 years translates to about $280,000 in interest- a whopping

$580,000 total. In a financial landscape where the national average interest rate on home loans

hovers around 5-6%, Savings Club is making a groundbreaking entry into the home financing

sector for just a 2% Equivalent Annual Percentage Rate (EAPR). 

The same loan previously discussed with Savings Club’s impressive 2% EAPR equates to

approximately $110,000 in interest, over a 50% reduction in cost -- for a total of just $410,000.

Aiming to ameliorate the nation's soaring housing debt and opulent spending habits, Savings

Club sets a new standard in the industry, demonstrating that affordable home financing is

feasible and sustainable.

Savings Club is not just a financial institution; it's a philosophy and a commitment to a healthier

financial future. Incentivizing saving rather than spending, The company upends the traditional

approach to home financing. The result could be better home financing options for the entire

country.

For those unfamiliar with the traditional savings club model, it's built through a group of people

who regularly contribute an agreed amount of money into a common pool. Members take turns

in withdrawing the bulk sum at intervals, a practice that encourages disciplined saving. Savings

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/mortgages/mortgage-rates/
https://savings.club/what-is-savings-club/
https://savings.club/blog/finances/what-is-savings-club-eapr/


Club borrows this concept but elevates it by integrating it into a secure digital environment, thus

assuring a more streamlined, risk-mitigated, and secure savings experience.

Savings Club secures its clubs through meticulous administrative tasks, optional credit checks,

and personalized club contracts. This comprehensive approach offers security to members and

ensures a stable, reliable savings ecosystem that grows wealth over time.

Moreover, Savings Club doesn’t shy away from the harsh realities of the market. Instead, it

confronts them head-on, forging a path to financial health grounded in disciplined saving and

low-cost home financing. This approach places Savings Club in a unique position, allowing it to

thrive amidst economic uncertainty and, more importantly, to empower its members to do the

same.

For homeowners and potential homeowners seeking a better, more financially responsible way

to finance their homes, Savings Club offers an exciting and viable solution. Savings Club is finally

redefining home financing. 

About Savings Club

Savings Club is a pioneering financing company focused on reducing housing debt through

promoting saving. By offering a maximum EAPR of 2%, Savings Club presents an affordable and

sustainable path to homeownership. Utilizing a model inspired by traditional savings clubs,

Savings Club provides its members a secure, reliable, and efficient savings ecosystem.
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